INTRODUCTION
Superconvergence of the gradient of finite element solutions was observed by engineers when curved isoparametric linear and quadratic éléments of the Serendipity family were applied for stress computation at the so called Gaussian points {see références introduced in [10] ). In [9] and [10] the second of the authors gave a justification of this phenomenon for some cases.
[10] contains a complete analysis for quadratic éléments of the Serendipity family. In this paper we construct a large class of curved isoparametric quadrilatéral éléments of an arbitrary degree n in each variable. We take a Dirichlet problem to a second order elliptic équation as a model problem and we prove superconvergence of the gradient at Gauss-Legendre points (called Gaussian points in the above références). A relatively highest improvement of the convergence rate is achieved when linear éléments are used. The average convergence rate of the gradient is O (h) whereas at Gauss-Legendre points (in case of linear éléments these are centroids of the quadrilatéral) the rate is O (h 2 ). The best numerical results were won when computation of the element stiffness matrices and of the right-hand sides was carried out by the Gauss-Legendre product lxl formula even if superconvergence is true for other formulas, too (see theorem 4.1). There is a limitation of our results We need that the fimte element partitions be n-strongly regular, in particular that (2 6) be true A sufficient condition for (2 6) (even if not necessary, see remark 2 m [10]) is that the éléments are close to parallelograms Numerical results mdicate convmcmgly in case of lmea** éléments the same what indicated numerical results won by quadratic éléments {see [10] , section 6) superconvergence does not set m if the condition (2 6) is not satisfied Nevertheless we thmk that superconvergence of the gradient has a considérable practical importance, especially when lmear éléments are used mside the given domain and quadratic éléments are applied along the boundary if necessary The mner éléments can often be chosen to be almost parallelograms whereas along the boundary a better approximation by quadratic éléments guarantees the convergence rate O (h 2 ) even if the éléments are arbitrary convex quadnlaterals Computing the gradient at Gauss-Legendre points and interpolating it to mternal nodes (m a similar way as proposed in [10] , section 6) we can expect the convergence rate O (h 2 ) at all nodes The same situation is expected in three dimensions
PRELIMINARIES
Let Q be a bounded domain inR 2 with a sufficiently smooth boundary F We consider the Dinchlet problem
Au=f(x),
VxeQ, w| r = 0, d (2 1) hère x = {x lf x 2 ) Let us remark at this point that we could add a term a o u with a o^0 in the définition (2 1) of the operator Au All that follows applies equally well to this case, with a straightforward supplementary analysis To (2 1) there is associated the bilmear functional
We assume that the coefficients are Lipschitz contmuous on Q and that The weak solution of the problem (2.1) is a function ueïïJ(Q) which satisfies
We are using the usual notation for the Sobolev spaces To construct the fmite element space V h in which the approximate solution wül lie let us cover Q by curved ïsoparametric quadrilatéral éléments defined as follows: We consider the points { s k , s t } JJ 51 = 0 where s 0 = -1, s n = 1 and s k (fc = 1, ..., n -1) are zéros of P' n (s) (by P" we dénote the Legendre polynomial of degree n). The numbers s k (fc = 0, ..., n) are points of Lobatto formulas {see [4] ) and they belong to the interval [-1, 1], We call the points { s k , s/ }2, i = 0 nodes of the square K: -l^£ (^l ,i=l,2. We also use thejiotation â 7 for the nodes so that {a 3 Y"il )2 is the set of all nodes. We dénote by P(n) the class of polynomials of degree ^n in the variables £ t , £, 2 and by g(n) the class of polynomials of degree ^n in each variable ^ and \ 2 . Now any polynomial v from Q(n) is uniquely determined by its values v 3 at âj. Let namely v{â 3 ) = 0, 7 = 1, ..., (n +1) 2 . The function t5(^i, s ( ) is a polynomial of degree not greater than nandit vanishesfor ^i=s fc , k = 0, . .., n.Therefore v(^l t Sj) = O. Similarly wefind i3(5 fc , ^2) = 0. Therefore u(
is a polynomial of degree n-\-1 in each variable, hence i; must vanish identically which proves the unisolvability of the Lagrange interpolation problem v {â 3 ) = v 3 , J = l, ...,(n + l) 2 We "cover Q" by such éléments and we suppose that every partition of Q by these éléments is a n-strongly regular partition. By a /c-strongly regular partition we understand a partition with the foliowing properties:
(a) for every element the mapping (2.5) is a C k+1 -diffeomorphism [in particular, (2.5) is invertible];
(b) to every element K there is associated a positive parameter h K and the mapping (2.5) is such that on K:
Hère </xfëi> £ 2 ) * s ^e Jacobian of (2.6) and c lt c 2 are positive constants independent on h K as well as on the chosen partition (they depend on n which we do not dénote We wilLconsider a family of «-strongly regular partitions of üsuch that h -• 0. We dénote by Çl h the interior of the union of ail éléments of the given partition (in gênerai, Q ft^Q ); T h is its boundary.
The functions v from the finite element space V h are defined piecewise
Hère ^l = ^f(x 1 , x 2 ), î=l, 2, is the inverse mapping to (2.5) and the values v } of v at nodes lying on F are equal zero, hence it is easy to see that y| rjb = 0. To define the approximate solution of the problem (2.4) we proceed in a similar way as in [3] . We extend the solution u and the coefficients a X} according to Calderon's extension theorem (see Necas [7] 
SOME LEMMAS
In what follows we dénote by C a genene positive constant not necessanly the same m any two places which does not depend on h K , h and on some functions (it dépends on n) It will be clear from the context of which functions the constant is independent The proofs of lemmas 3 1, 3 2 and 3 4 differ little from proofs of the correspond lemmas of [10] with one différence To prove the second part of (3 7') one must use lemma 3 7 mtroduced later f We shall need estimâtes of the error functional E (q>) = <pd^ -I (<f>) Such estimâtes follow immediately from (3 6) As dv/ô^i is a polynomial of £j of degree not greater than n -1 it follows -=0 for t,e[-l,ll
Further, dv(^l f î; 2 )/dÇi is a polynomial of £ 2 of degree not greater than n As it vamshes for % 2 = s h / = 0, , n it follows dv/d^ =0 on K Similarly, = 0 on X, thus i; = REMARK 1 The Gauss-Legendre product nxn formula is exact for ail polynomials from Q (2 n -1) as is the Lobatto product n +1 x n -1 formula RAIRO (v, v) computed by means of Gauss-Legendre n x n formula is not equivalent umformly with respect to h to the norm | v | j Qk It was noticed by Girault [5] for n = 1 Nevertheless, it is a norm on V h , too To prove it we remark first that (3 10) where GaussLegendre nxn formula /* (<p) stands for î (q>) is agam valid Hence it is sufficient to prove that from £ J*(\j/) = O it foliows v = Q on Q h Dénote by
, n) the zéros of P n The points of the formula /* are {(t k , ti)} kfi=1 As dv{i 3l , ti)/9£i vanishes for %i = t k , fc = l, , n and it is a polynomial of degree not greater than n-1 it vanishes identically As ôv{t >1 , Ç 2 )/d£i is a polynomial of the variable ^2 of degree not greater than n vanishing for The proof is given in [6] Notice that the sum appearmg on the nght-hand side of (4 1) is a sum over Gauss-Legendre points, 1 e over all points which are maps of the points {(t k , t()}g I=1 We will dénote the set of all Gauss-Legendre points by G
The space Q (n) contains the space P(n), however ît does not contain P(n -h 1) Therefore (see Ciarlet and Raviart [3] ) the best estimate of the error u -u h m the H x -norm is ||«-«*||i nna^Cft" Hence ît follows that the anthmetic mean of errors of the gradient at GaussLegendre points is O(Ji rt+1 ) In this section we prove superconvergence m case that the évaluation of a(w,v) and (ƒ, v) QÇii is done either exactly or there is used an intégration formula / which intégrâtes exactly the class Q (2 n) or î is the Lobatto product n + lxn+1 formula [this intégrâtes exactly Q(2n-1) but not Q{2n)] We assume that the fimte element partitions are n-strongly regular Numencal results mdicate convmcmgly (see also [10], section 6) that superconvergence vol 13 n°2 1979 150 P LESAINT.M ZLAMAL does not set in if the condition (2 6) is not satisfied Condition (2 6) with k = n is just charactenstic for n-strong regulanty We shall need one more property of the fimte element partitions, namely that for any two adjacent éléments K, K' we have 
Proof Subtracting a h (uj, v) (uj is the interpolate of u) from both sides of (2 15) we have a h (u h -u if v) = (f v) h -a h {u It v) = (f, v) h -a h (u, v) + a h (u-u ï , v)

Hence a h (uj-u h , v) = a h {u, v)-{Au,v) h + a h {u I -u, v),
[M-*•»
Again we restrict ourselves to estimation of the first sum which appears on the right-hand side of (4.14), i. e. :
First let / be a formula which intégrâtes exactly the class Q (2 n). 
F(z, v) = F(z, v-v°) + F{z, v°), v° = v(0, 0) (4 20) Consider first n>l z -> F(z, v -v°) is a contmuous lmear functional on H n + 1 (X)boundedby
If z e g (n) then zv e Q (2 n) and
Accordmg to (3 6) Now let the intégration formula be the Lobatto product n +1 x n +1 formula denoted by jf°. As before we must estimate Hère J° is the Lobatto n +1 formula over the interval [ -1, 1] . We could subtract
because it is equal to zero from the K same reason as above. Set
Again(4.18)holds. LEMMA 
4.2: (4.19) is true alsofor P defined by (4.24).
Proof: The arguments are the same or similar to those above. Let us only show that 2) It remains to estimate the first sum in (4.33). We must investigate separately the case i-j and i^j. Consider the first case and take i=j=l. The Let the intégration formula be the Lobatto product n + lxn+1 formula denoted before by J° Now we choose and we make use of the argument which we used to prove (4 25) Proceedmg as before we get again the estimate (4 41 From (4 1) we easily find out usmg (2 6) and (2 7) that
GAUSS-LEGENDRE INTEGRATION
In this section we consider the case that the évaluation of a (w, v) and ( f, v) Q Qh is done by Gauss-Legendre product n x n formula which has the smallest number of points among formulas mtegrating exactly the class Q(2n -1) The functional a$(v, v) is not bounded from below by C|^|? nji umformly with respect to h (see remark 1, section 3), nevertheless we prove that superconvergence of the gradient at Gauss-Legendre points sets in, too In fact, numencal expenments show that we can expect results better than those won by Lobatto or by more accurate formulas Concernmg the fimte element partitions we do not need condition (4 5) We needed this assumption to prove (4 9), but we did not need it to prove (4 12) and therefore we shall not need ît to prove (5.9). However, we assume that the partitions are topologically equivalent to rectangular meshes in the following sensé: If a k is a corner node (i. e. a node which is map of a corner of K) we call neighbors of this node all corner nodes a t such that a k and ai are endpoints of an element side. A finite element partition will be called topologically equivalent to a rectangular partition if its corner nodes can be numbered by two indices *» J (i = j' -0> 1 > ... ) m. such a way that ail neighbors of a corner node a l} belong to the set {a l+lj , a x -Xp a lJ+1 , a l} -x ) . Let the numbering be such that for a given ; we have O^m^i^Mj and for a given i we have O^n^j^N^ Let
J
In the sequel we assume that ail finite element partitions, besides being topologically equivalent to rectangular partitions, are such that
where the constant c 5 does not depend on h. 
This is true because if the nght-hand side vanishes then v (£1, t t ) = const and the left-hand side also vanishes Hence f
If z e Q (n) then (3/3^) (z w) is a polynomial of degree g 2 n -1 of the variable £ Therefore
From (5 8 We prove m the same way as above that P(z, n n -x v) = 0 for zeQ(n + l) The Bramble-Hilbert lemma gives which together with (5 9) proves ( 5 7) We continue m the proofof (5 4) We introducé the norm || || fc on F ft defined by This proves (5.12).
NUMERICAL RESULTS. SERENDIPITY FAMILY
1) The following problem was solved ( . There were applied GaussLegendre product lxl formula, Gauss-Legendre product 2x2 formula (substituting exact intégration) and Lobatto product 2x2 formula (product trapézoïdal rule). The norm | u -u h \ h is denoted by E G and is equal in this case to Hère N G = 4h~2 is the number of Gauss-Legendre points. Also the gradient at vertices of square éléments was computed (the unique values of the gradient were Table II compares the values h 2 E G when Gauss-Legendre product lxl and 2x2 formula and Lobatto product 2x2 formula were used Evidently, Gauss-Legendre lxl formula gives the best values 2) In engineering applications the curved isoparametnc éléments of the Serendipity family (see Zienkiewicz [8] ) are mostly used The lmear éléments of this family are the simplest éléments defined in this paper (n= 1) The quadratic and cubic éléments are different from éléments mtroduced hère for n = 2 and n = 3 Instead of complete biquadratic and bicubic polynomials, respectively, there are used incomplete polynomials formed from these classes In the first case there is missing the term %f ^\ (as nodes we take eight nodes of the class Q (2) lymg on the boundary of K), m the second there are missing the terms l^\ Ej, £>! £>2> £>i ^2» £i %\ (as nodes we take twelve nodes of the class Q (3) lymg on the boundary of K) Super convergence of the gradient at Gauss-Legendre pomts can be proved by the same technique which we used for polynomials from Q (n) The proof is simpler because the functional a h (v, v) is bounded from below by C | v | X Qk uniformly with respect to h even for Gauss-Legendre formulas
